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100 Years of Engineering Solutions
• Facilitates industry interactions with Texas A&M Engineering to achieve the TEES mission
OCR Initiatives

- Technical expertise matching with TEES Divisions/Centers
- Workshops & Forums
- Site and campus visits
- Project capture and follow up
- Research collaborations: from students to multidisciplinary Consortia
- Connectivity to Regional Partners
- Capabilities database, partnership tracking (CRM)
Research Collaboration

- Form **strategic relationships**
  - Corporate – bring value to the company
  - TEES – target research focus areas
- Match partnership levels to industry needs
- Identify industry groupings
- Target significant projects while Complementing DOE Departments/PIs
- Leverage TEES research laboratories and facilities; seed grants
- Support PI interchanges including Professors of Practice
- Support economic development partners to relocate key industry operations near TEES facilities/researchers
• TEES OCR supports industry collaboration across the Engineering landscape
• OCR is a faculty resource for supporting the TEES mission
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